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New Magistrate Judge Maureen
Kelly sworn-in to U.S. District Court

by Tracy Carbasho

Those who watched the swearing-in
ceremony for U.S. Magistrate Judge
Maureen Kelly may have thought they
were observing the presentation of a
lifetime achievement award.

“All my life, I have seen in my
mother the qualities I hold to be those
of a judge,” said her son, Connor
Hayes. “As such, it gives me great
pride and joy to now see my mom

serving this court just as she has
served so many others in the course of
her life.”

The formal ceremony was held
on July 11 with more than 300
colleagues, friends, and family
members looking on as U.S. District
Court Chief Judge Gary Lancaster
administered the oath of office to
Kelly. The event had all of the makings
of a grand awards ceremony with
speakers talking about Kelly’s

achievements and showing emotion
regarding their friendship with her, as
well as attendees coming from many
states, including Ohio, New Jersey,
Illinois, and Minnesota.

While her career leading to the
bench has been impressive, her
friends say that serving as a federal
magistrate judge for the Western
District of Pennsylvania is just the
beginning of more accomplishments
to come.

“If you look at her resume, you can
see that she’s had an outstanding
career. This is just another stage in
what’s been a tremendous contribution
to the profession and the community,”
said Lancaster. “She has an intuitive
sense of justice and a commitment to
equal justice, and we are happy to
have her in the U.S. District Court.
She will be a tremendous asset.”

Kelly, who previously practiced
employment law at Babst, Calland,
Clements and Zomnir, was chosen by a
selection panel to fill the vacancy
created by the death of Magistrate
Judge Amy Reynolds Hay. The panel,
appointed by Lancaster, made 
recommendations and the final decision
was rendered by the judges of the U.S.
District Court. Magistrate judges
serve eight-year terms.

District Judge Donetta Ambrose
was among the speakers who welcomed
Kelly as the newest member of 
the bench.

“If success is measured by the
people who love and admire you, as I
look out into this audience today filled
with your family and your friends, I

would say that you’re ahead by about
50 lifetimes,” said Ambrose. “I know
that in this position you will continue
to excel and will create a legacy equal
to your reputation as an exemplary
lawyer and as a leader in the profession
and the community.”

Ambrose talked about the early
days of Kelly’s career when she was
recognized for her skills as a litigator,
which helped her become a partner at
Thorp Reed & Armstrong and then a
shareholder at Babst, Calland,
Clements and Zomnir.

Recognized as a preeminent
employment litigation lawyer, Kelly
was elected to the Academy of Trial
Lawyers of Allegheny County in 1996
and inducted into the American
College of Trial Lawyers in 2007.

“That in itself would make for an
illustrious career, but for Maureen it
is only part of her legacy,” said
Ambrose. “She is passionately devoted
to her profession. Whether serving by
appointment of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court as chair of the Interest
on Lawyers Trust Account Board or
serving on the American Bar
Association’s Commission on IOLTA,
Maureen has made it her professional
mission to ensure that there is funding
for ways to increase access to justice
for individuals and families living in
poverty and to improving our system
of justice.”

Kelly’s dedication to equal access
to justice has included serving as a
board member for the Pennsylvania
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Members encouraged to
become involved in PAC
by Tracy Carbasho

Members of the ACBA are strongly
urged to take more interest in the
association’s Political Action Committee,
which serves as a watchdog of sorts
regarding legislative issues that could
impact the legal profession.

“I would like our membership to
understand the importance of the PAC
and its work on behalf of the entire
legal community,” said ACBA President
Howard Schulberg. “We have been
able to accomplish a great deal on
very limited funding. Unfortunately,
we cannot do all that is necessary for
the ACBA and its members without a
significant increase in participation
on the Committee.”

Currently, there are only about 10
members who regularly volunteer to
plan events. They are hoping for much
bigger numbers in the coming months,

a goal they say should be easy to
achieve since the ACBA has more
than 6,600 members.

“Without a doubt, the first and
foremost obligation of the PAC is to
raise money so we can continue our
efforts through lobbying and being at
the forefront of the legal community
in the eyes of the legislators. We also
need to be a resource for the legislators
and not just a contributor,” said
Schulberg. “Our lobbyist, Chuck
Kolling, is very good at recognizing
opportunities for the ACBA to offer
services to the legislators and keeps
us informed of those opportunities. We
need to be able to respond quickly to
those calls for assistance. It could be
helping to draft a particular piece of
legislation, offering legal advice to a
voter, or any number of other requests.”

Kolling, a well-respected governmental
relations expert with Buchanan Ingersoll

& Rooney, is the point person for the
ACBA since local members cannot be
in Harrisburg on a full-time basis. He
keeps the ACBA leaders informed
about legislation which is likely to
affect lawyers and the legal profession
in general.

Schulberg said ACBA representatives
travel to Harrisburg at least twice a
year and will do so again this fall to
gauge the momentum of any proposed
legislation that might impact the
profession. The PAC has hosted local
events to discuss issues with lawmakers
and to raise funds for Committee
efforts. The Committee’s budget limits
the amount of work that can be done,
but members try to host a breakfast or
other meeting with the Allegheny
County legislative delegation at least
once a year.

Continued on page 9

Continued on page 9
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Newly sworn-in Magistrate Judge Maureen Kelly.
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Gender Bias Duty Officers
If you have observed or experienced any

form of gender bias, you may contact one of
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ACBA members receive a discount  
on bit-x-bit’s consulting services.

For a complimentary case analysis  
and information about our services,  
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visit us at www.bit-x-bit.com.
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County whistleblowing: Allegheny
County false claims ordinance
by Andrew M. Stone

On May 24, 2011, Chief Executive
Dan Onorato signed into law the
Allegheny County False Claims
Ordinance (No. 06-11-OR), which
authorizes citizens to bring lawsuits to
recover treble damages for fraudulent
claims submitted to the county. The
private citizen that brings the civil qui
tam action on behalf of the county is
entitled to a reward or bounty in the
form of a percentage of the recovery.

The Allegheny County False Claims
Ordinance, introduced by Councilman
Ed Kress, is modeled on the federal
False Claims Act. As with the federal
law, the qui tam provisions of the
ordinance are designed to encourage
private citizens who know about fraud

in a government contract or program
to “blow-the-whistle” and report the
fraud to the County Solicitor. The
county investigates the allegations
and decides whether to opt-in and
take over the litigation. If the county
declines to proceed with a case, the
private citizen can nevertheless
proceed on behalf of the county.  If the
case results in a recovery, the whistle-
blower is entitled to a reward of 10 to
30 percent of the total amount recovered,
plus costs and attorneys’ fees.

Importantly, the ordinance also
protects whistleblowers from 
retaliatory discrimination, providing
for reinstatement, two times back-pay,
attorneys’ fees and costs, and 
compensation for special damages.

The Allegheny County False Claims

Ordinance builds on a long tradition of
qui tam laws in Anglo-American
jurisprudence, stretching back to
colonial times in this country, and
beyond that to medieval England. The
federal False Claims Act is widely
regarded as the federal government’s
most effective weapon to fight fraud in
government contracting. First enacted
by Abraham Lincoln during the Civil
War, the federal False Claims Act was
reinvigorated in 1986 and is credited
with recovering more than 28 billion
dollars over the last 25 years. The
success of the federal law has
spawned interest in qui tam laws at
the state and local level.

Qui tam laws, also known as
“informer actions” are particularly
effective in uncovering and deterring

fraud because they incentivize co-
conspirators or other insiders with
information to come forward with
detailed direct evidence of fraud that
would otherwise be beyond the reach
of law enforcement. Knowledgeable
whistleblowers are an invaluable
source of information for government
investigators, often providing a “road
map” to the evidence needed to prove
a fraudulent scheme. With the enactment
of the Allegheny County False Claims
Ordinance, the county has deployed a
potent new weapon to fight fraud and
protect taxpayer money. ■

Andrew M. Stone is a Pittsburgh based
lawyer who represents whistleblowers
in claims under the federal False Claims
Act and other qui tam laws. 

Publicize Your Section and Committee News!

The ACBA Communications Department is eager to promote any 
special activity or newsworthy event emanating from your Committee

or Section of interest to ACBA members, the media, or the general 
public. E-mail us at news@acba.org with the following information:
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Supreme Court issues judicial
guide to benefit children, families
by Art Heinz

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
has issued an 800-page guide,
developed by judges for judges, to
enhance their ability to handle the
complex social, developmental, and
interpersonal issues inherent in court
dependency cases involving abused
and neglected children.

“This guide is a valuable resource
that presents a social science context
for the complex and challenging
decisions being made daily by all who
sit in dependency court,” said Justice
Max Baer who oversaw the effort on
behalf of the Supreme Court. “It covers
topics that are part of our day-to-day
work, but not part of the training we
receive as lawyers and judges.”

Over the last year, a team of
experienced judges and social science
experts spent countless hours of
thoughtful review and analysis to develop
resource material designed to assist
judges and judicial officers in 14 areas,

including child attachment and bonding;
child development; domestic violence;
grief and loss; individual case planning;
mental health; neglect and deprivation;
physical/sexual/emotional abuse;
placement; safety and risk; substance
abuse; transitioning youth; trauma;
and visitation.

The guide is part of the court’s
ongoing efforts to improve the lives of
Pennsylvania’s abused and neglected
children, getting them out of temporary
foster care and into safe, permanent
homes. It serves as a supplemental
resource to the previously released
Dependency Benchbook which has
become the central document for
dependency proceedings in Pennsylvania
and is used by countless judges to the
benefit of children and families. Each
section of the supplemental guide connects
the elements of social science to the
many judicial proceedings and practices
outlined in the judicial benchbook.

“Like the Dependency Benchbook,”
Justice Baer said, “this resource guide

is an historic effort, and we collectively
agree it will result in healthier children,
stronger families, and ultimately, a more
vigorous and productive Pennsylvania.”

Lackawanna County Common
Pleas Court Judge Chester Harhut
chaired the Dependency Benchbook
Committee and efforts to develop the
supplemental resource guide.  Expert
consultants included Dr. Judith Silver,
PhD, Pediatric Psychologist, Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia; Dr. Pearl S.
Berman, Professor of Psychology,
Indiana University of Pennsylvania:
Jim Nice, Family Unity Project; and
Kevin Campbell, Founder, Center for
Family Finding and Youth Connectedness
—an agency that specializes in
reconnecting foster care children
with lost biological family members
through specialized investigative
techniques including an internet-based
search technology, when needed.

In 2006 the Supreme Court began
efforts to reduce delays in placing
abused and neglected children safely

and permanently in loving, caring
homes and to improve the lives of
abused and neglected children.  Those
efforts, which have been led by the
Administrative Office of Pennsylvania
Courts’ Office of Children and Families
in the Courts (OCFC), in close partnership
with the state Department of Public
Welfare’s Office of Children, Youth
and Families, are paying off.

State Department of Welfare statistics
show a consistent decline in the number
of Pennsylvania children in foster
care. In September 2006 there were
more than 21,000 Pennsylvania foster
homes. By September 2010, that number
had dropped below 15,000, resulting
in an estimated savings of $220 million
in the costs for administering foster
care programs throughout Pennsylvania.

The creation of the resource guide and
the OCFC was made possible through
Court Improvement Project grant run by
the Administration for Children and
Families in the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. ■

Allegheny County Bar Association
Raising the Bar on Legal and Community Service

www.acba.org



GINA prohibits financial benefit as
inducement to provide genetic info
by Maria Greco Danaher

The Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) 
generally prohibits employers from
requesting, requiring, or purchasing
genetic information. However, the Act
sets forth specific exceptions to that
prohibition, one of which allows an
employer to acquire genetic information
about an employee or that employee’s
family members when the employer
offers a wellness program to employees
on a voluntary basis. In June of this year,
the EEOC provided guidance in the form
of an opinion letter on certain issues
affecting workplace wellness programs.

The letter, which addresses issues
related both to the GINA and to the
Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), responds to a specific request
to the EEOC to make clear that offering
incentives for participation in a wellness
program does not violate the GINA or
the ADA, and asking for assurance that
family medical history that is voluntarily
provided by employee in a wellness

program may be used to guide employees
into disease management programs.

The EEOC begins the opinion letter
by pointing out that it classifies wellness
programs as “voluntary” medical
exam/activity, and that Title I of the
ADA allows employers to conduct
“voluntary” medical exams, specifically
those including obtaining medical
histories, so long as any medical
information obtained is kept separate
and apart from personnel records.
However, the EEOC has not taken a
position (and declined to do so in the
opinion letter) on whether the ADA
allows an employer to offer financial
incentives for employees who
participate in wellness programs that
include disability-related inquiries or
medical examinations.

The EEOC’s opinion letter states
that GINA allows an employer to use
genetic information voluntarily provided
by an employee in order to “guide that
individual into an appropriate disease
management program.” However, the
letter also spells out parameters related

to the gathering and compilation of
information for such programs. First,
an employer who is coordinating a
wellness program must obtain prior
voluntary and knowing authorization
from an employee in writing before
acquiring genetic information for the
program. Further, according to the
EEOC’s opinion letter, any individually
identifiable genetic information
provided under the wellness program
exception is available only for purposes
of such services in aggregate terms
that do not disclose the identity of
specific individuals.

Finally, an employer may not offer
any financial inducement for individuals
to provide genetic information for
purposes of a wellness program.
However, the wellness program may
offer financial inducements for
completion of health risk assessments
that include questions about family
medical history or other genetic
information, provided the covered
entity makes clear, in language
reasonably likely to be understood by

those completing the health risk
assessment, that the inducement will
be made available whether or not the
participant answers questions regarding
genetic information. In other words, if
the assessment contains a mix of
questions, certain questions of which
are related to genetic information, any
financial incentive paid to employees
for participation in the assessment
must be paid regardless of whether
the individual answers the genetic
information questions or not.

While an opinion letter from the
EEOC does not have the force of law
and does not typically receive the
deference of a federal regulation,
such letters are of interest to 
knowledgeable employers. As more and
more companies begin to develop and
institute wellness programs for
employees, it is important to understand
the way in which these programs will
be viewed by the government
agencies charged with regulating and
assuring non-discrimination in 
their implementation. ■
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Having the right team 
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Employment Litigation Attorneys
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(412) 338-1100
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If you have an idea for a story, please contact Joanna Taylor Stone
at jstone@acba.org or 412-402-6604.
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YLD creates Legal Guide for
Families in Medical Crisis
by Matt Sober

When it came time for Young
Lawyers Division Chair Mike
Feeney to decide on a project for
the group, he didn’t have to look far
for inspiration.

Feeney was the driving force
behind creation of the Legal Guide for
Families in Medical Crisis, an online
resource designed to help Allegheny
County residents navigate the
complexities of the health care system.

The guide was conceived in response
to the plight of Feeney’s young niece,
Ellie, who has Mitochondrial disease.
The condition prevents the body from
producing the energy it needs to sustain
life and grow, and it has left Ellie
unable to walk, breathe independently,
or do virtually anything else children
her age are able to.

“In seeing what my sister’s family
has gone through, including the
difficulties they’ve faced in navigating
the convoluted health care system, I
saw an opportunity for our legal
community to help similarly situated
families more easily find the answers
they need,” said Feeney, whose tenure
as YLD chair recently ended.

The project was an ambitious
undertaking from the beginning, and
it became even more so after committee
members met for the first time
April 14.

“Mike started with a list of what the
sections of the guide would be, then
we realized we could include a lot
more. So that was exciting,” said Jacklyn
Belczyk, a member of the YLD sub-
committee that produced the guide,
which includes topics as varied as
patient rights, workers’ compensation,
and estate planning.

“It deals with insurance issues,
types of care, resources for support
groups, and any questions people
might have when facing a medical
crisis in their family,” said Belczyk.

Feeney is grateful for the efforts of
all who volunteered.

“It took the hard work of 16 young
lawyers to piece it together, section by
section, in a way that made sense. The
original concept for the LGFMC was
for it to be a simple grouping of links
to existing online resources,” Feeney
said. “Because the specialties of the
volunteer attorneys were so broad, we
were able to expand the scope of the
guide far beyond what we initially
envisioned. What the LGFMC sub-
committee ultimately achieved was
more than 60 pages of original content
on very difficult issues.”

Feeney also notes that the guide
includes a disclaimer explaining that
it’s strictly for informational purposes,
along with a link to the ACBA’s
Lawyer Referral Service
www.acbalrs.org) for those who might
need to consult an attorney.

Although the breadth of the guide
expanded quickly, the volunteers
worked diligently to write and review
the content and just two months after
that first meeting, the site went live in
June at www.acba.org/yldlgfmc.

“That was Mike’s initial goal, and
I’m impressed that we were able to get

that much information together so
quickly,” LGFMC subcommittee co-
chair Julie Colton said.

Colton, who contributed her
expertise on family law, says the
guide can help people address the
challenging logistical issues that
often emerge during a medical crisis,
pointing out, for example, how
custody and child support issues
can complicate medical situations
involving kids.

“When you’re in that crisis
moment, it’s difficult to focus on these
other issues,” Colton said.

Jessica Crown, YLD Public Service
Committee chair, said the range of
expertise among the YLD attorneys
was essential to the project’s success.

“We asked for volunteers (in
relevant specialty areas) to be part
of this committee, and we also worked
with volunteers from the Health Law
Section, who were outstanding,”
Crown said.

One such Health Law Section
volunteer was Jessica Ellel, who lent
her expertise to the project with content
related to health care reform,
Medicare regulations, Social Security,
and the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act.

“I’d met Mike a number of times
over the years, and he’d told me about
this project he had in mind involving a
medical legal guide. I told him it was
something we might be able to provide
assistance with,” Ellel said.

After the content was written and
reviewed, Belczyk undertook the
tedious task of compiling and formatting
more content before it was handed
over to the web designer.

“I took all of the great information
that our young lawyers submitted and
put it into one cohesive package.
Everyone sent me great material,”
Belczyk said.

Feeney says that ACBA staff
deserve credit for making the guide a
reality, as well.

“The ACBA Publications Department
was extraordinarily helpful in converting
the substantive content into a website
that is both attractive and easy to
navigate,” he said. “Matt Mraz, the
ACBA’s webmaster, designed the site
himself and was very responsive to our
suggestions and comments throughout
the entire process.”

Even with site up and running, though,
Feeney says the work will continue.

“Given how quickly health care
laws change, we felt it was important

to have a system in place to ensure
that the LGFMC stays up-to-date.
First, we established an e-mail
address (YLDLGFMC@acba.org)
and a ‘contact us’ section of the
website, so that the public can
e-mail us with suggestions. And,
second, we’ve established 
accountability by appointing two 
co-chairs to oversee the project on
an ongoing basis.”

And there also is the matter of
informing the public about this new
resource. The YLD plans to place
postcards with the LGFMC address in
the lobbies and waiting rooms of
participating health care facilities.

“Hopefully, between that and word
of mouth, it’ll spread and be useful to
people,” Belczyk said.

Ellel is confident that will be 
the case.

“Our health care system is
complicated. When individuals are
facing a crisis, they’re devoting their
thoughts and energy to the crisis,
either getting better themselves or
caring for a loved one,” she says.
“What we’re trying to do is the legwork
for people. I think it will give people

v i s i t  t h e  a c b a  w e b s i t e  at  w w w. a c b a . o r g

Continued on page 11
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Lawyer Referral Service panelists
offer guidance to consumers

by Susan Jacobs Jablow

When you need to find a lawyer,
how do you know who to call? For the
average consumer, finding the right
lawyer can be a daunting task. Searching
online or in the yellow pages will turn
up hundreds of possibilities, but offers
the consumer no information about the
lawyers’ credentials and experience.

To alleviate confusion, the Allegheny
County Bar Association Lawyer
Referral Service offers important
guidance to consumers and helps
them find attorneys in a variety of

practices, including very specialized
areas of law.

“It’s a more reliable way to go,”
said Carol Sikov Gross, a partner with
Sikov and Love, P.A. and a long-time
member of the service.

To join the referral service, which
is certified by the American Bar
Association, lawyers must have current
liability insurance. Additionally, for
some specific practice areas, lawyers
must fill out a separate application
and have proof they have handled a
certain number of cases and have
completed CLE requirements, showing

they possess the necessary expertise
to handle particularly sensitive or
specialized issues, such as medical
malpractice and complicated paternity
or custody cases.

“We really screen the lawyers,”
said Whitney Hughes, Director of the
Lawyer Referral Service. “It’s not like
you just pay a fee and your name 
is listed.”

The thorough application process
ensures that all the attorneys listed
with the panel are competent, 
professional, and interested in serving
the public.

When consumers call the service,
they pay $30 for a referral, which
guarantees them up to a half hour
consultation with an attorney, either
over the phone or in person. (For some
matters, such as personal injury
cases, there is no cost for the initial
conversation.) The referral fee goes to
the service, not the attorney. If the
client decides to hire the attorney
after the consultation, he/she is billed
at the lawyer’s regular rate, and the
attorney agrees to pay the service 15
percent of fees collected above $300.

Sometimes referrals lead to
interesting clients and cases, but
often consumers’ questions are
answered in the consultation.

“Not all people who call become
clients. They have the half hour
consultation and are satisfied,” said
Gross. “These are people who otherwise
wouldn’t know how to connect with a
good lawyer. It’s a valuable service to
the community.”

While a certain amount of altruism
is involved in the service, it is also a
great way to get referrals and build a
practice. Annual membership costs
$180 for ACBA members and $350 for
non-members, with lower rates for
attorneys who sign up at the “modest
means” level, indicating their willingness
to handle less complex cases, such as
uncontested divorces and simple
wills, for low, fixed rates.

“If you consider the cost of
advertising, we are a very reasonable
investment considering what you have
the potential to gain,” said Hughes.

When consumers call the service, a
staff member asks about their legal
needs and their ability to pay. If the
person cannot afford to pay for an
attorney, he/she is referred to agencies
that provide free or reduced rate legal
services. Those able to pay are asked
about their situation, so they can be
referred to the right type of attorney.

“They get to talk to a person,” said
Hughes. “It’s a warm and fuzzy,
touchy-feely process.”

If clients prefer to register online,
they can also pay to get referrals
through the ACBA website, though
most clients do call and benefit from
speaking to someone who can guide
them to the right type of lawyer.

Panel attorneys are required to
speak directly to referred clients and
not simply to pass them off to paralegals
or other staff. After each referral, the
service follows up with the client to
make sure he/she has been in touch
with the attorney.

Clients who call the service run the
gamut, from young to old, rich and
poor, educated and uneducated.

“We have college professors, small
business owners, single mothers. It
goes from one extreme to the other,”
said Hughes.

When citizens in Allegheny County
are served with legal papers, they are
given the number for the referral
service, as is anyone facing criminal
charges. Other clients find the service
by searching the Internet.

“More and more people are finding
us online,” said Hughes.

Currently, just 148 attorneys comprise
the panel.

“We always want more attorneys to
list with the service,” said Hughes.
Lawyers are always needed in several
areas, including family law, disability
law, and workers’ compensation.
Additionally, there is a need right 
now for lawyers who handle oil 
and gas matters, mental health 

Continued on page 11
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Leonard Mulvihill, were instrumental
in getting the Young Lawyers Fellows
Program off the ground.

Her professional practice has also
given her an appropriate perspective
to help her understand the challenges
faced by the ACBF and the people
it serves.

“I have practiced almost exclusively
in the area of family law for over 25
years. I had the privilege of serving as
chair of the Family Law Section of the
Allegheny County Bar Association and
serving on many of its Committees
over the years,” she said. “Low-income
family law clients have a tremendous
need for pro bono legal services as they
face the breakup of their family and
economic challenges. I had many
opportunities to provide volunteer services
to indigent clients and to appreciate the
complex problems they face.”

Behers previously served on a
statewide task force for a Model
Unified Family Court System in
Pennsylvania and she is currently
chairing the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court’s Domestic Relations Procedural
Rules Committee.

She is also certified in collaborative
law, an alternative approach to family
law dispute resolution.

Behers said her primary objectives
as ACBF president will be to continue
the outstanding work done by her
predecessors, to raise awareness
about the work of the foundation to the
bar at large and the public, and to
increase fundraising efforts. She
recently answered questions from the
Lawyers Journal about her new role.

What are the biggest challenges
facing the ACBF and how can
they be overcome? 

“The biggest challenges are
financial ones. We are still going
through a recovery phase from the
economic downturn of a few years
ago. Program cutbacks, funding
reductions, hunger, and unemployment
have all contributed to greater
demands for grants and for public
legal service. However, I believe we can
meet the challenges one day at a time.
Together, we can make a difference.”

What do you believe are the
biggest accomplishments of 
the ACBF?

“Growing the endowment to $1
million due to the generosity of law

firms and individual lawyers in
Allegheny County and raising $1
million during the Attorneys Against
Hunger Campaign thanks to the
efforts of the AAH Committee,
particularly Bryan Neft, Mary
McGinley, and the McGinley family,
LexisNexis, Steidl & Steinberg, and
countless others. Reaching those
milestones is impressive.”

Is there a best-kept secret
about the ACBF that people might
not know?

“The best-kept secret is that it is
not as hard as you may imagine to
raise funds. When I initially became a
board member, I thought it would be
impossible. The ACBF does such good
work that it is easy to become passionate
about it, and passion is contagious.
Talking to members of the bar about
the ACBF is the best way to market it
and a great way to meet new people.”

What would you like the ACBF
to achieve during your presidency? 

“I hope to achieve the goal of 1,000
full fellows and increase the number
of sustaining and patron fellows. Most
importantly, I would like to see the
foundation become self-sustaining
financially by implementing policies
that will achieve that goal.”

What do you want ACBA
members to know about the type
of president you will be? 

“I hope to be a hands-on, accessible
president. I am very receptive to ideas
and input from foundation members
and the full bar. In October 2010, we
held a retreat of the full board and I
hope to continue that tradition. It is my
intention to attend meetings of the
various committees of the foundation
and to keep up-to-date with their work.
I also intend to remain active on the Fellows
Committee. Our board and executive
committee are comprised of talented
individuals from diverse practice areas
who share a passion for the work of the
foundation. I respect and admire them
and look forward to working together
for the good of the foundation.”

Will you do anything differently
as president? 

“I do not have any immediate plans
for changing the program operations.
However, I am anxious to receive
feedback from our consultant and then
to discuss any proposed changes with the
officers and the board.”

What will be the most rewarding
aspects of serving as president? 

“Of all the work I have done
throughout my professional career,
being active in the ACBF has been the
most rewarding overall. The Pro Bono
Center and the ACBA/ACBF projects
and programs have served many
individuals and organizations that
would otherwise be denied access to
justice. It is so moving to hear from
grant recipients and to know that our
efforts really make a difference. Pro
Bono Coordinator Barbara Griffin
does an outstanding job of coordinating
the work of the volunteer attorneys.
Having the opportunity to work closely
with Barbara, ACBF Director Lorrie
Albert and with the officers of the
foundation will be the best part. Most
of all, having the opportunity to lead
this outstanding organization, which sets
the gold standard, will be rewarding.”

What will be the most demanding
aspects of serving as president?

“Probably living up to all of the
expectations and following in the
footsteps of Vicki Beatty, immediate
past president. I am very excited that
the foundation has received a grant
from the Forbes Fund for a consultant,
Nancy Young. Nancy has a wealth of
experience in fundraising, and I am
anxious to share ideas with her as to
how to improve those efforts.”

How will your involvement
with the ACBA over the years
help you in your role as 
foundation president? 

“My involvement with the ACBA
has provided me with the opportunity
to meet lawyers from a variety of
practice areas, which will help to
spread the word and hopefully
encourage the involvement of my
colleagues. I truly believe every
lawyer has something to contribute of
their time and talents to the foundation.
I have had the opportunity to work
closely with members of the
ACBA/ACBF staff. They are a highly
motivated, extremely dedicated, and
conscientious group of individuals.
The foundation could not have
reached its level of excellence without
their hard work. I look forward to
working with all of them, particularly
ACBA Executive Director David
Blaner and Foundation Director
Lorrie Albert.” ■

Q&A with new ACBF
President Carol Behers

by Tracy Carbasho

Her extensive involvement with the
Allegheny County Bar Foundation
makes Carol Behers ideally suited to
serve as the organization’s president.

She has served the foundation as a
member of the board for six years,
assuming the leadership roles of vice
president and secretary. In addition,
she has worked on the foundation’s
Building Bridges to the Future endowment
campaign, which focuses on fundraising
at medium-size law firms.

During that time, the campaign was
successful in raising $1 million for the
endowment. She noted that Edward
O’Connor, special counsel at Eckert
Seamans Cherin & Mellott who has a
long history with the ACBF, was an
inspiration to her.

Behers, a principal at Raphael
Ramsden & Behers, also co-chaired
the foundation’s Fellows Committee,
recruiting several classes of new
fellows and assisting in planning various
events. The Young Lawyers Fellows
Program was launched during her
tenure as co-chair to recognize young
attorneys who have demonstrated an
extraordinary commitment to public
service. Never one to forget to give
credit where due, Behers said the
ACBA Young Lawyers Division and
Mark Martini, an associate at Robb
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been important both in her professional
and personal life.

“I did not always aspire to be a
judge, but service has always been an
important part of who I am. Following
graduation from the University of
Notre Dame, I participated in a post-
graduate volunteer program for a
year,” she said. “After graduating
from law school and joining Thorp
Reed & Armstrong, I became very
involved with the Neighborhood Legal
Services Association and then legal
services on a statewide and now
national level. For me, this opportunity
is a natural extension of my interest in
and commitment to public service.”

In order to transition from being a
trial attorney for almost 25 years to
serving on the bench, Kelly is reading
as much as possible and seeking
words of wisdom from other judges
and court officers.

“From my years as a trial lawyer
and serving on court committees, I am
very fortunate to have known many of
our judges before joining this court,”
she said. “Each of them has been so
gracious in welcoming me to the court
and helping me with the transition.
Chief Magistrate Judge Lisa Lenihan has
been an invaluable teacher and coach.”

Kelly said her biggest professional
accomplishments have been serving
as a partner at Babst, Calland,
Clements and Zomnir and being
selected for membership in the
American College of Trial Lawyers, as
well as the Academy of Trial Lawyers
of Allegheny County.

Dean Calland, a founding share-
holder of Babst, Calland, Clements
and Zomnir, also presented remarks at

Kelly’s swearing-in ceremony. He
pointed to three key areas that stand
out regarding the 15 years she worked
at the firm: her strong work ethic, her
support for women and minorities,
and her innate ability to market her
practice by expanding her list of
contacts. Still, he said her personal
characteristics define what she means
to other people.

“The key point that separates
Maureen from most other people is
her compassion. I spoke at a reception
for her when she stepped down from
the statewide IOLTA Board last year,”
said Calland. “The most remarkable
scene unfolded when a room full of
her fellow board members were asked
to make short statements thanking her
for her service.

“In every case, he/she talked about
something extraordinary that Maureen
had done for them personally,” he added.
“For example, recommending a specialist
for a medical procedure, organizing
hospice for an elderly parent, helping a
kid get into college, getting an interview
for a family member for a new job, and
on and on. What an amazing impact she
has had on her many friends.”

Joseph Macerelli, a shareholder at
Grogan Graffam and president of the
Academy of Trial Lawyers of Allegheny
County, said Kelly has all of the
necessary skills to make an impact on
the federal bench, as well.

“Her legal acumen is obvious from
her outstanding career, but she will also
bring her wonderful temperament to
what promises to be a demanding civil
and criminal docket,” said Macerelli. “I
have no doubt that the toughest cases
will likewise be met with Judge Kelly’s

Legal Services; a member of the
statewide Pennsylvania Bar Association
Task Force on the Delivery of Legal
Services to the Poor; and president of the
Neighborhood Legal Services Association.

NLSA Executive Director Robert
Racunas, also among those who spoke
at the ceremony, said Kelly was
appointed by the ACBA Board of
Governors to the NLSA Board of
Directors in 1991 and her leadership
skills were quickly recognized. She
served two years as board president
and also chaired the NLSA’s annual
Equal Justice under the Law Campaign,
which resulted in doubling the proceeds.

“While chairing the IOLTA Board,
she worked closely with Pennsylvania
Supreme Court Chief Justice Ronald
Castille to expand funding for legal
aid and was instrumental in the creation
of the first statewide student loan
repayment assistance program for
public interest attorneys,” said Racunas.
“She worked with the Supreme Court,
IOLTA, the Pennsylvania Legal Aid
Network, the Pennsylvania Bar
Foundation and the Pennsylvania Bar
Association to develop a funding
mechanism and process to enable
young attorneys to enter and remain
in public interest law by helping
reduce student loan debt. This is a
legacy that will be remembered for
not only helping young attorneys, but
also one that will actually provide help
to many more individuals and families
in need.”

Kelly, who is known to her friends
as Mo, said helping others has always

JUDGE MAUREEN KELLY
continued from front cover

“These types of contacts are
important because we need to be seen
as a solid representation of our
constituency. This not only includes
the membership, but also the courts,
the parties, the jurors, and anyone
related to the legal system,” said
Schulberg. “In short, that can be
every citizen. To only show up at times
when we need something is not effective.
I think we all know and understand
that you cannot just appear with a
hand-out or legislative proposal and
expect to be taken seriously. To gain
the respect of those in the General
Assembly, we need to be regular visitors
who can offer the legislators assistance
where our expertise would be
invaluable to them.”

A portion of funding for the Juvenile
Court Project was lost this year due to
state budget cuts, according to
Schulberg. The funding provided
representation for indigent parents in
juvenile dependency and termination
of parental rights cases. The PAC
plans to work with lawmakers to
determine if there is a way to restore
the funding.

Schulberg and attorney Bill
Goodrich, who previously co-chaired

POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE
continued from front cover

best effort. I also have no doubt that her
active participation and willingness to
serve the Academy would have resulted
in her eventual presidency had she not
been called to the bench.”

Prior to beginning her service on
the bench, Kelly received a long list of
awards recognizing her achievements.
She earned the Outstanding Leadership
in Support of Legal Services Award
from the Pennsylvania Legal Aid
Network; the Susan B. Anthony Award
from the Women’s Bar Association;
the Dorothy Ann Richardson Award
from the Neighborhood Legal Services
Association; the Duquesne University
School of Law Outstanding Alumni
Achievement Award; and was named
Woman of the Year in 2004 by the
Women’s Law Association of
Duquesne University.

She received her bachelor’s degree
from Notre Dame in 1983 and her law
degree from Duquesne University in 1987.

Attorney Kim Brown, a partner at
Thorp Reed & Armstrong, can attest
to Kelly’s influence as a role model.
Brown began working at the firm as a
summer associate in 1988 and was
supposed to be paired with a mentor.
However, the mentor was out of town,
so Kelly stepped in to make sure
everything was going well for Brown.

“Mo was one of my early role
models and even as a young lawyer,
she was professional to the core,”
recalls Brown. “She was always
organized, well prepared and diligent,
a respectful, but zealous advocate.
Her professionalism and commitment
to equal access for justice truly define
the standard that we should all strive
for in our profession.” ■

the Committee, both have a strong
commitment to the PAC and
encourage their colleagues to become
more involved.

“At a time when the profession is
under attack from all directions, it’s
important that those who defend us in
the political process know that we 
support them,” said Goodrich, a partner
at Goodrich and Goodrich. “We need
people to help all the time and not just
when there is a crisis. Right now, we
do not have enough Committee members,
so we need more people to be proactive
by attending events and contributing
some of their own money.

“In this day with the economy and
the state cuts that are being made,
there will be another move at some
point to tax lawyers’ fees,” added
Goodrich. “There have been attempts
to do this in the past and if it happens,
the impact will be felt by every law
firm. A failure for ACBA members to
participate, for even just a few hours a
year by attending events or making a
contribution, is an abdication as
attorneys of their duties to society and
the profession.”

Serving as co-chairs of the PAC
this year are Mark Martini and
Megan Ott, who are eager to educate
members about the importance of
the Committee.

“People need to understand the
importance of what the PAC does and
like everything else in this world, it
takes funding,” said Martini, an associate
at Robb Leonard Mulvihill. “By
increasing public awareness, I’m hoping
to increase contributions to the PAC so
we can continue to serve our members’
interests in Harrisburg.”

Martini said lawmakers often
discuss issues that could have a
direct bearing on the legal profession.
Issues discussed in the past have
included the taxation of legal services
and proposals that would impact the
ACBA’s group healthcare plan. This
year, Committee members will also
talk to lawmakers about the funding
cuts that impacted the Juvenile
Court Project.

“A lot of members of the bar do not
have an appreciation for how important
the PAC is. It fights for the matters
that are important to us and our
clients,” said Martini. “Through my
service on the ACBA Board of Governors
and the ACBF Board of Trustees, I
understand the many issues facing
our members and the profession.

“I’m very familiar with the needs of
the PAC and despite its success, I am
also aware of the funding issues it has
had in recent years,” added Martini.
“I’m looking forward to doing my part

to help make the Committee as strong
and effective as possible through public
awareness and fundraising.”

The Committee held its inaugural
Tip-off at the Tower: The Madness
Begins fundraiser earlier this year to
coincide with the NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament. The Committee
had hoped to raise at least $5,000, but
fell short at about $2,300. A similar
event will be held in 2012 and
Committee members are hoping for a
much better attendance.

An Oktoberfest event will be held
this year, as well, but the fundraiser is
still in the planning stages.

Ott, an associate at Goehring 
Rutter & Boehm, said her top objective
as co-chair will be to host memorable
and fun events, such as Oktoberfest
and Tip-off at the Tower to raise
funds for the Committee. She
believes financial support and zealous
advocacy are the necessary cornerstones
to ensure the PAC can successfully
execute its mission.

“As lawyers, we are each uniquely
trained and experienced to understand
and effect legislation,” she said.
“Advocacy is second-nature in the
courtroom and legal battlefields that
define our profession. We need to bring
these finely honed skills to communicate
our positions in Harrisburg.” ■
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Online CLE
Delivered over the Web at your convenience. We call this 24/7 CLE. When you need the 

your needs: a recording of a seminar, with the materials in convenient searchable PDF 
format. Start it today, watch some tomorrow and more in the coming weeks. Finish it 
within three months, and get credit when you’re done.

Live Webcasts
Same technology, delivered live. If you can’t watch it live, sign up now and get credit 
when you watch it later (you’ve got 3 months after the webcast date). 

Upcoming Continuing Legal Education
All PBI CLE programs are sponsored by 

The Pennsylvania Bar Institute & The Allegheny County Bar Association and are held at the  
PBI Professional Development Conference Center 

Heinz 57 Center, 339 Sixth Ave, 7th Floor, unless noted otherwise below.

Live & Simulcast Seminars Simulcasts from PLI

You can earn up to 4 of your 12 annual Pennsylvania CLE credits by “distance learning” 
delivered  to you personally over your computer or phone. “Distance Learning” credits 

w w w. p b i . o r g
8 0 0 - 9 3 2 - 4 6 37

Distance Education at pbi.org

Video Seminars

Sept. 7 Adobe Acrobat

Sept. 14 Identity Theft

Sept. 21 Legalizing Marijuana

Sept. 22 The Nuts & Bolts of Medicaid Planning 

Sept. 7 Winning Before Trial: 10 Keys to Winning Depositions 

Sept. 8 Motorcycle Law

Sept. 8 Ethics Potpourri 
Bob Dylan and the Art of Taking Legal Ethics Seriously

Sept. 9 12th Annual Estate & Elder Law Symposium

Sept. 12 INTEGRITY : Good People, Bad Choices & Life Lessons 
from the White House

Sept. 13 MBA Concepts for Lawyers

Sept. 14 Pennsylvania’s New Child Custody law

Sept. 14 Ethics Potpourri-Social Media for Lawyers:  
Darned if You Do, Darned if You Don't?

Sept. 19 Forensics for Criminal Practitioners: CSI at PBI

Sept. 19 Ethics Potpourri-Law Firm Responsibilities and Recovery

Sept. 22 Intimate Partners, Legal Strangers:  
A Guide for Representing Unmarried Couples

Sept. 22 Ethics Potpourri-Social Media for Lawyers:  
Darned if You Do, Darned if You Don't?

Sept. 27 What Every Employer Needs to Know NOW  
about Health Care Reform 

Sept. 28 The Nine Principles of Litigation

Save yourself the time and expense of an overnight trip to New York City, and take 
advantage of the specialized educational programs for which PLI is famous.
Sept. 7 9th Annual Directors’ Institute on Corporate Governance

Sept. 8 Mergers & Acquisitions 2011:  
What You Need to Know Now

Sept. 21 Hedge Funds 2011:  
Strategies & Structures for an Evolving Marketplace

Sept. 26-27 Pocket MBA: Finance for Lawyers Fall 2011

Sept. 13 Adobe Acrobat X for Lawyers & Legal Professionals

Sept. 14 Facebook, Twitter & Blogging...Oh MySpace!:  
Legal Issues with Social Networking Sites

Sept. 20 Wage & Hour Law Symposium

Sept. 20 Pooled Trusts for Individuals with Disabilities

Sept. 21 & 22 Special Two Day Event 
3rd Annual Oil and Gas Law Colloquium 
Marriott Pittsburgh City Center, 112 Washington Place

Sept. 21 Fundamentals of Estate Administration

Sept. 21 Legalizing Marijuana — Part of PBI’s Public Policy Series

Sept. 22 3rd Annual Oil and Gas Law Colloquium

Sept. 23 From File to Trial:  
8 Keys to Success in Court and Beyond
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APPRAISALS

ANTIQUE AUTO APPRAISALS for all vehicles 1900 to
1990. Expert Witness. Certified Appraiser - K. Merusi.
412-731-2878.

DOCUMENT EXAMINER/

HANDWRITING

J. WRIGHT LEONARD, BCFE, CDE. Certified. Experienced
in Federal, State & Local Courts. Testimony in Civil &
Criminal Matters. 215-735-4000.

ECONOMIST/VOC. EXPERT

WM. HOUSTON REED, Ph.D.–25+yrs. of forensic
economics & vocational eval. expertise in one report.
1-888-620-8933.

ESTATE PLANNING

IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE CONSIDERING CHARITABLE
GIVING as part of their estate planning The Pittsburgh
Presbytery Foundation can provide a means to support
charitable work helping those in need throughout SW
Pennsylvania. For more information contact the Foundation
at www.pghpresbytery.org/pghpresbyterianfdn.htm or
Rev. Dr. Douglas Portz at 412-323-1400 Ext 318.

FORENSIC ENGINEERS

ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION, BIOMECHANICS,
PRODUCT LIABILITY. Keystone Engineering Consultants,
www.ForensicExp.com. Call Dave Kassekert, P.E.,
412-855-0266.

LEGAL PHARMACIST

CONSULTANT

HOSPITAL-BASED PHARMACIST WITH CLINICAL
EXPERIENCE will provide professional insight into 
questions related to drug reactions, interactions, 
inappropriate dosage, or prescribing practices. Will 
consult on any issue pertaining to medication use by
researching and presenting findings for malpractice 
litigation. Visit www.medicationexpert.vpweb.com for
more information, or e-mail helen_feinstein@yahoo.com.

MARKET EXPANSION

PENNSYLVANIA, ILLINOIS, OHIO ATTORNEY SEEKS
limited Illinois and Ohio affiliation with Pittsburgh
law firms with Chicago and Ohio client base.
Separate multistate practice remains separate. 
MARKETEXPANSION@hotmail.com.

PROCESS SERVICE INVESTIGATING

THE IMPOSSIBLE WE DO RIGHT AWAY! MIRACLES
TAKE A LITTLE TIME. EMPIRE INVESTIGATION 
(412) 921-4046. Visit us on our website, www.empireinv.com.

Lawyers’ MartContinuing Legal Education
sponsored by the ACBA

C L E  P R O G R A M S

ACBA Registration Information: Register for any of these programs via: Mail: CLE Dept.,
ACBA, 400 Koppers Building, 436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219; Fax 412-261-6438;
Phone: 412-402-6613.

FAMILY LAW SECTION
“Pat and Peggy Show”: How to Present an Equitable 

Distribution Case so the Cat Can Understand
This program will provide insight on preparing an equitable distribution case,

including procedural and housekeeping issues.
Credits: 2 CLE credits (substantive) • When: Thursday, September 22, 2011; Registration at
2:30 p.m. • Where: ACBA Conference Center Auditorium, 920 City-County Building, Pittsburgh,
PA 15219 • Tuition: $60 for Family Law Section Members; $70 for Non-Section Members; $85 for
Non-ACBA Members. Sponsored by ACBA.

JUVENILE LAW COMMITTEE 
& FAMILY LAW SECTION
New Options for Pennsylvania Adoptions

This program will cover the new amendments to the adoption law Act 101 
and its impact in Allegheny County as well as ethical considerations.

Credits: 2 CLE credits (substantive); 1 CLE credit (ethics) • When: Friday, September 16, 2011;
Registration at 8:00 a.m. • Where: ACBA Conference Center Auditorium, 920 City-County
Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219 • Tuition: $75 for Juvenile Law Committee or Family Law Section
Members; $85 for Non-Section Members; $95 for Non-ACBA Members. Sponsored by ACBA.

TAXATION SECTION
Allegheny County Real Estate Tax Assessment 

& Reassessment Issues
This program will help lawyers answer clients’ questions regarding 
the latest in property assessments, including how property owners 

should prepare for 2012 values.
Credits: 1 CLE credit (substantive) • When: Friday, September 9, 2011; Registration & Lunch at
11:30 a.m. • Where: Pittsburgh-Rivers Club, One Oxford Centre, Pittsburgh, PA 15219 • Tuition:
$10 for Taxation Section Members; $50 for Non-Section Members; $70 for Non-ACBA Members.
Sponsored by ACBA.

Bar Briefs
News and Notes

William Shaw Stickman IV was
appointed to the Civil Procedural
Rules Committee for a term expiring
June 20, 2014.

◆    ◆    ◆

Brian S. Rosinski
has been appointed
to a three year
term on the Neigh-
borhood Legal
Services Associa-
tion Board of
Directors. He has
also been selected
to be a member of
the 2011/2012 ACBA
Young Lawyers
Division Bar Lead-
ership Initiative.

Rosinski is an associate with the
McCarthy McDonald Schulberg & Joy,

where he devotes
his practice to all
areas of family
law. 

◆    ◆    ◆

John Gismondi
was recently
selected for mem-
bership in the
American College
of Trial Lawyers. 

People on the Move
Jesse A. Hirsh-

man has rejoined
The Webb Law
Firm where he
began his legal
career as a law
clerk and associ-
ate. Hirshman
focuses his prac-
tice in intellectual
property law with
a strong emphasis
on biotechnology.  

◆    ◆    ◆

Cohen & Grigsby is pleased to
announce the appointment of Ryan
Colombo as an associate in the firm’s
Labor and Employment Group.
Colombo focuses his practice on
National Labor Relations Act matters,
federal and state discrimination
actions and compliance with various

federal and state
laws. 

◆    ◆    ◆

Robb Leonard
Mulvihill LLP has
hired James John
Buldas as an asso-
ciate attorney to
assist in handling
civil litigation
matters.

Jesse A.
Hirshman

James John
Buldas

Brian S.
Rosinski

John
Gismondi

issues, expungement issues, and 
professional licensing.

Lawyers can select up to 25 areas of
practice in which to receive referrals.
When the service receives calls,
consumers are assigned to particular
lawyers with the help of a software
package that was developed in-house
to rotate the attorneys, according to
ABA standards, and to eliminate any
favoritism or bias, making sure that
each attorney has an equal chance to
get referrals.

“It takes the human factor out,”
said Hughes. “It is fair and accurate.”
The software automatically suspends

LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE
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attorneys whose liability insurance is
no longer current.

About 50 potential clients call the
service each day. “People are continually
calling our office,” said Hughes.

Gross encourages more lawyers to
join, and said the service has led to
some interesting cases for her over
the years.

“It’s a good way to provide public
service from the comfort and safety of
your own office,” she said. “It does a
lot of good work for the community.”

Using the service is a great way for
a lawyer to get his/her name out to 
the public.

“It’s a way to do a public service
and build your practice,” said Hughes.
“It’s a good way to make connections
at a reasonable cost.” ■

quick, easy-to-understand answers to
complicated questions,” she said.

In June, the YLD nominated the
LGFMC for this year’s ABA Award of
Achievement for public service
programs, which placed it in competition
with projects from bar associations
around the country. 

At the ABA’s Annual Meeting in
Toronto, the LGFMC was announced
as the First Place nationwide winner,
a distinction the YLD has not reached
since former YLD Chair Hal Coffey led
the YLD to a first place recognition in
the comprehensive category in 2006-07.

As a result, information on the
LGFMC will be disseminated to ABA-
affiliated bar associations, which will
hopefully encourage them to create
similar programs for their own
regions. “Everyone is very excited
about the win,” Feeney said, “but the
best part is that our hard work on this
project might spur other groups
around the country to offer similar

YLD LEGAL GUIDE
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programs that will assist families in
search of answers on healthcare. It
feels like we’ve made a difference.”

“We knew this was an award-
winning service when the young
lawyers presented it to the Board of
Governors for our consideration. The
ABA Award reinforced that opinion
and more importantly shows other bar
associations the good that can be created
from public service,” said ACBA
President Howard Schulberg.

“The YLD BLI class created a website
that will be of great service to our
communities for many years to come.
First and foremost, it is of great help
to families during times of great stress
and uncertainty. We also believe it is
unique and innovative in the legal
community. The Legal Guide for
Families in Medical Crisis website is
another example of the excellent work
being done by our outstanding Young
Lawyers Division. Over the years, this
Division has produced one award
winning program or service after
another. I would say our future is in
some very good hands.” ■
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